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LIMIT BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS

OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

AVNER FRIEDMAN(l)

ABSTRACT. Consider a system of m  stochastic differential equations

d£ = a(t,  £)dt + cr(t,  £)dw.   The limit behavior of  ¿r(í),   as  t—oo,   is studied.

Estimates of the form  E\Ç(i) - <yw(t)\     =0(i   ~~  ) are derived, and various

applications are given.

Introduction.  Consider a system of 772  stochastic differential equations

(0.1) d£(t) = ait, Ç(t))dt + ait, Ç(t))dw(t)

where a = (a , • • •, a   ),  a is an  222 x 272  matrix (a..), w(t) = (w At), ■ ■ ■, w   (/)),
1 772 27 1 777

and the w .(/)  are independent Brownian motions.   The fundamental theory for such

a system is presented in detail in [5], [6]  (see also [2], [12]).   In this paper we

are concerned with the behavior of solutions  ç(t)  as  /—><».   Our purpose is to

find general conditions on a and a under which the solutions will have asymptotic

behavior similar to that of a Brownian motion.   Some results in this direction were

obtained by Kulinic ([7]-[l0]) and in Gihman-Skorohod [6].   These results, however,

are derived only for the case of one stochastic equation with, usually, time

independent coefficients a, a.

In "SI we prove, under very weak assumptions, that every solution of (0.1) is

unbounded with probability 1.   The main results of this paper are given in  §3.

They are concerned with asymptotic estimates on  <f(z).   The most interesting

estimates (given in Theorem 5) are of the form

(0.2) E\£(t)-äw(t)\2 = o(tl~S)       (0<S<1),

(0-3) E\^(t)-âw(t)\2 = 0(1).

The estimate (0.2) is proved under the following assumptions: The diffusion matrix

b(t, x) = y2oit, x)a*(t, x) is positive definite, uniformly for / > 0,  x  in compact

sets,
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(°-4) |a.(/, x)|< f(|x|)/(l + |x|)1 + S,

(0.5) \aiiit,x)-â..\<e(\x\)/(l + \x\)S

where e(r)—0 if r -* oo and a., ate constants, and the matrix b = l/2oo* has at

least two positive eigenvalues. If (0.4), (0.5) hold with <5 > 1 and if b has at

least three positive eigenvalues then (0.3) holds.

Some auxiliary estimates needed in  §3 are proved in §2.

In §4 we give some applications of the estimates (0.2), (0.3).

In §5 we consider the case  m = 1.   It is shown that if a = 1  and a = a(x)  is

in  L  (- oo, oo),  then the estimate (0.2) with 8 = 0  is true if and only if

/:
i(x)dx = 0.

The case of a general  o = a(x)  is similarly treated.

In §6 we give an example of a system, with a = identity matrix, for which

a(x) = O((log |x|)/|x|),   but for which the estimate

E\C(t)\2 = 0(t)

is false.

In §7 we consider equations with unbounded a, a and briefly extend the

estimates of §§2, 3.

Acknowledgement.  In the original version of the manuscript, the proofs of

Theorems 2—5 involved comparison functions constructed by actually solving

boundary value problems.   Professor S. R. S. Varadhan has pointed out that much

simpler comparison functions can be used and that this leads to both much shorter

proofs as well as far less restrictive assumptions on the coefficients.   The pres-

ent version of Theorems 2—5 and their proofs (§§2, 3) are based on the sugges-

tions of Professor Varadhan.

1.    Lnboundedness of the solution.  We shall deal with the behavior, as

t—>oo,  of solutions  ¿^t)  of stochastic differential systems of  222  equations

(1.1) dÇit) = ait, ct(t))dt + o(t, C(t))dw(t)

with

(L2) f(0) = f0;
here  a = (a .,-•-, a   ), a — (a..)  is an 222 x 222  matrix and w(t) = (w ^it), • ■ ■, w   it))

where the w it)  ate independent Brownian motions.   The sample space will be

denoted by (fi, J", P),   and a point in Ü will be denote by  co.

We introduce the diffusion matrix

(1.3) hit, x) = Aoit, x)o*it, x)       (o* = transpose of o)

and set b(t, x) = (b;..(f, x)).
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We shall use the notation

i. i
fcvr

where  C  is the matrix (c ..).

Suppose the following condition holds:

(A„) a(t, x), a(t, x)  ate measurable functions and, for any  7 > 0,  R > 0,

there are positive constants  77_, HTR  such that

|a(r, x)| + \o(t, x)\ < 77T(1 + |x|)    if  / > 0, x e Rm,

\a(t, x) - a(t, x)| + \a(t, x) - a(t, x)| < 77TR |x - x]

if  / > 0, |x| < R, \x~\ < R.

Then (see [5], [6])  for any ¿;0 with E|£0|2 < °° which is independent of w(t),

t > 0,   there exists a unique solution of (1.1), (1.2).   Another existence theorem

[not requiring the Lipschitz continuity of a, a but assuming a, a to be bounded,

a continuous and a a* positive definite] is given in [12].

Throughout this paper it is always assumed that ait, x),  a(t, x) are measur-

able and f(/)   is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with F|£(/)|2 < <*>  for all  / > 0.    Except

for this section, we shall not make the assumption (A„).

We shall need the following conditions:

(A.) a(t, x) and a(t, x)  are Holder continuous in (/, x),   uniformly in compact

subsets of [0, 00) xRm.

(A A   For any R > 0  there are positive constants  y„, TR  such that, for some

2,   1 < i < m,

b..(t, x)FR + a.(t, x) > yp      fot all  t > 0,   |x| < R.

The last inequality is satisfied, for instance,  if b..(t, x) > X,  a .(/, x) < C,

where  À, C  are positive constants.

Theorem 1. Ass«7?2e that (AQ)-(A2) hold and that b(t, x) is a positive defi-

nite martix for any (/, x) £ [0, 00) x Rm. Let £(/) ¿e the solution of (1.1), (1.2).

7¿e72

(1.4) lim sup |(f (/)| = 00        a.s.
2 —00

Note that since  <f\/)  is a continuous process, the assertion (1.4) is equivalent

to the assertion that

(1.5) sup|£(f)| = «. a.s.

2>0

Proof.  Denote by p the probability measure in  Rm  of the random variable

£0 .   We first consider the case that p has compact support  K.   Denote by ß  any

closed ball in Rm containing  K.   Denote by dB  the boundary of B.   Denote by

Kb)  the exit time from   B  of the solution sir),  that is,
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Kß) =  first t  such that  ¿¡(t) £ B  if t < t,   but  £t ) 4 B  foi a sequence  \t   i,

tn \   t   if   72    /oo;

t\B) = oo  if no such t exists.

For any F > 0,  let

(1.6) tt(B) = minÍt(B), Fi.

Set BT = iz = Fi x B,  ST = ¡0 < t < T\ x dB,   and let <£(i, x)  be the solution of

¿,;=1 z      2       ,»1 z

(1.7)
ci> = 0    on  BTuL;

the existence and uniqueness of <fe is proved in [4j.

We shall prove that

(1-8) ErrÍB)=    J   cfe(0,x)dp(x).

By Ito's formula, if <fe(t, x) is a function such that ife , Dx<fe, Dxife ate contin-

uous for (t, x) e[0, T] x Rm iDjf = gtadjj, D2i/z = grad^D ^z/z)),   then, for any

0 < t < T,

ifeit, ¿f(t)) - tfe(0, £n) = J'o Dxife(s, £(s)) . o(s, Ç(s))dw(s)

[777

»» W* iU»
dx.

z = l

¿-i      n    ' ^     ' ox.dx. ds J
!.jJl :    »

Substituting t - Tj.(b)   we get

#rT(B),£(rT(B»)-#0,£0)

(110)

- $ /        D>(s, f (s)) • a(s, £(s))<Mä) f   Í   T        (L</»U, rf(s))as.

This formula remains true if  iff , D  ift, D  if*  are only assumed to be continuous in
t X X ^

[0, T] xßn where  Bñ   is a ball such that int  BnD B.   Indeed, denote by  vi  a

function that agrees with ^  in  [0, T] x ß  and for which i//     Dx^, Dxi// are contin-

uous in [0, T] x Rm.   Since (1.10) holds with tp  replaced by ife,   and since each

term in (1.10) is equal to the corresponding term with xfe replaced by ife,   (1.10)

follows for  *fe.

We shall now use (1.10) with ife = <fe( where tfe    is the solution of (1.7) with
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B replaced by the ball  Bf which is concentric with B  and has radius  rQ + e,  r   =

radius of 73.    Taking the expectation on both sides of (1.10),  we then get

(1.11) Eif,e(rT(B), f(rT(B))) - E^rf(0, £„) = E ÇJ   '   (- l)ds = - ErT(B);

note that the expectation of the stochastic integral vanishes.

By standard arguments from  [41  one can show that, as  e—»0, ifiit, x)—»0(z, x)

uniformly in [0, 7] x B.   Hence, (1.11) yields

Ea>(rT(B), £(rT(B))) - E0(O, £0) = - ErT(B).

Since  (rT(B), &tt(b)))   belongs to BTU 5?. for all co £ fi, 0(rT(ß), rf(rT(ß))) = 0.

We thus get  Ett(b) = E0(O, £0); this is the assertion (1.8).

Now let \(x) be a function satisfying, for all Z > 0,  L-y <  - 1  in [0, 7] x B,

0 < y(x) < C  in B,   where  C  is a positive constant.   If  1 + x . < x .   for all

(x., x2, • • •, x   "* £ B  (i as in (A2)), then we can take

y = A (exp (ax.) - exp (ax .))

where   a,  A   are suitable positve constants; here we use the condition (A2).

We have L(0 - y) > 0 in   [0, 7) x B, 0 - y < ° °n B T U Sr    Hence. by the

maximum principle,  0 - y <0  in  [0, TI x 8.    Consequently,

(1.12) 0 < 0('. x) < C;       C independent of  7.

From (1.8), (1.12) we deduce that ErT(B) <C.

Now,  tt(b) /if  7   /.   Using the monotone convergence theorem, we con-

clude that r(B) = limT    ^ Tjiß)  satisfies  Er(ß) < C.    In particular,

(1.13) r(B) < oc       a.s.

Now take an increasing sequence of closed balls  ß     with center 0  and radii

R   —>°°.   Let
72

n={supi£(oi>Rn),   «= n Av
" 77 = 1

Denote by Y    the indicator function of B   ,  and let  C  (/)  be the solution of
7      ^- 72 77* 77

(1.1) with the initial condition  ç; (0) = y çf„; here the condition  (A„) is first used.

Denote by r (ß   )  the exit time from B     of the solution  ¿ (t).   As is well knownJ        72        77 77 77

(see [6]), 7 (B  ) = ÁB   )  a.s. and f (z) = <f (z)  if 0 < Z < Kß  ). Hence,
7272 77 =72= --72 '

p{sup|c;(z)|>^} = p{sup|^(z)|>R„},

and the right-hand side is equal to 1, by (1.13) with  K = B = B^.   We conclude

that P(M  ) = 1.   Since the sequence  {M   \  is monotone decreasing to  Al,

P(A1)=   lim   P(Mn)= 1.
72—'oa
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Now, if  cú £ M, then  co £ M     fot all n, so that' 7Z '

sup |f (r)| > R    tot all 72,
t>0 "

i.e. (1.5) holds.   This completes the proof.

2.   Auxiliary results.

Theorem 2.  Asstz7?2e that
772 777

^P b..(t, x) < C,       ^ x.a.(t, x) < C,

z = l     ' z' = l

where  C  is a positive constant.    Then

(2.1) E\Ç(t)\2 < Kt + K'     for all / > 0,

where  K, K   are positive constants.

Proof.   Using Ito's formula with cfe(x) = |x|   ,  x = ¿;(t)  and taking the expecta-

tion, we get

wh«

F|f(z)|2 = F|f0|2 +Eftog(s,Ç(s))ds

g(t, x)=Lcfe = 2/2 b.kx, x) + 2 ^x.a.(z, x).

Since, by our assumptions,  git, x) < C x  where  Cj   isa positive constant, (2.1)

follows.

Notation.   We shall denote the eigenvalues of b(t, x) by À .(/, x),   where

A.(r, x) < \At, x)< .. • < A   (/, x).
1 —        ¿ — —       77Z

Lemma 1.   Assume that

(2.2) £ I *,-/'• *)| < c    /or / > 0, x e ßm (C constant);

z'.;'

/or any /? > 0  i/bere z's  p(R) > 0 such that

(2.3) E^(í,x)^>íi(R)|f|2    ¿/ t > 0, |x| < R, £ e ä«;

(2 4)(1 + |x|)£|a.(z, x)| < e (\x\) for t>0,  x £ Rm, where e(r) —0   if

(2.5) A   (t, x) > y > 0 for t > 0,  x £ Rm  (y constant).

Let cfe(t, x)  be a bounded measurable function such that cfe(t, x) = 0  if x 4 fi

where fi  z's a compact set.    Then, for any t¡ > 0,

(2.6) P cfe(s, €ís))ds\<Kl + K2i(1+7)/

yèere  K., K2 are positive constants.   If further,
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(2.7) A7„_i^' *)>y'  >0     for t>0,  x £ Rm  (y'   constant)

Then (2.6) holds for some - 1 < 77 < 0.

Proof.  Since a translation in the x-space does not change the assumptions and

assertions of the lemma, we may assume that x = 0  is not in fi.   But then there is

a continuous function ifAr)   such that

(2.8) |0(z, x)| <0(|x|),

and xfiir) = 0 if r < rQ or if r > rl  where 0 < r- < r. < °°.   We shall construct a

function F(r)  such that f(x) = F(|x|)  is in C2(Rm) and

(2.9) (Lf)(t, x)>ú(\x\).

Note first that

(2.10) Lf(r) = Ait. x)F"(r) + (F'(r)/r) [B(t, x) - A(t, x) + C(t, x)]

where

A(t, x) = —V1 b ■ it, x)x .x .,

r    i.i

B(t, x) =^b..(t, x),

i

C(t, x) =/,x .a it, x).

i

Let  6ir) be a continuous function, vanishing for r < rQ/2 and satisfying, for

r>r0'

(2.11) (1 + f9(r))A(z, x) < B(t, x) + C(t, x).

Since, for any R > 0, A(t, x) > p(R) > 0 if Z > 0, \x\ < R,   and since ß(z, x) > 0,

|C(z, x)|   is bounded, one can certainly construct such a function  d(r).   Noting

that

\y(t, x) < A(t, x) < Am(z, x),        B(t, x) = A^Z, x) + . - . + km(t, x)

and using (2.5) and (2.4), we can construct  d(r) such that

(2.12) 0(r) = - 77     if  r is sufficiently large Cfor any  r¡ > 0).

If (2.7) holds then we can take

(2.13) dir) = - 77    if  r is sufficiently large (for some - 1 < 77 < 0);

in fact, we can take any 77  such that

- 77 < y'/8',       8' = lim sup 1 sup À   (t, x) ( .
|x|—°o\í>0      m )
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Introduce the functions  ¡is) = ff (6(u)/u)du,J   0

(2.14)
1      rT

/(x) = F(r) = x  Ue
■Hs) s Jlr)„

ds Jo enT>ifeir)dT

fot some A > 0, r = |x|.   Since F is in C2 and Fir) =0 if r < rQ, fix) is ir

C2iRm).   Notice that

(2.15) F"ir) + (fXr)/r) F' (r) = (1 /A) xfeir)

and that  F'(r) > 0.   Using (2.10), (2.11) we then get

Lf(x) >   [F"(r) + (tXr)A)F'(r)]  Ait. x) > (Ait. x)/k)xfe(r) > xfeir)

if A = p(r") (so that,A(f, x) > A if t > 0, |x| < r¡).

Having proved (2.9), we now use (2.8) and Ito's formula to get

|'0 cfe(s, Ç(s))ds  < E J'o xfe(¿:(s))ds

< FJ'o (L/)(s, £(s))ds = EF(\¿;(t)\) - EFi\Ç0\) < EF(|f it)\).

Noting that Fir) <Cr1+v,  we obtain

yQ cfe(s. t(s))ds\ < CE\Ç(t)\l+v + C < C{E|£(/)| 2.(1+t/)/2 + C

for suitable constants  C.   Using Theorem 2, the assertion (2.6) follows.

Remark 1.  If (2.2), (2.3), (2.5) hold and if (2.4) is replaced by

(2.16) (l + \x\)1+SJ^\a.(t,x)\<e{\x\\       8 > 0,  eir) — + if r -» 0,

i

then we can construct   W-.r)  such that, for large  r, dir) = - D/r^ for any 0 < ß < 8

and a positive constant D.   It follows that  F(r) < Cr,   so that (2.6) is valid with

77 = 0.

Remark 2.   If the conditions (2. 2), (2.3), (2.16) hold and if (2.5) is replaced by

(2.17) Am(z, x)>c/(l + |x|)\       c>0, 8>0,

then we can again take   (At)  such that (2.12) holds.   Consequently, (2.6) is valid

for any 27 > 0.   Note that the condition (2.17) is equivalent to the condition

£ b..(t, x) > e/(l + |x|)8     for some   e > 0.

i

We shall next extend Lemma 1 to the case where  cfe(t, x) does not necessarily

vanish if  |x|   is large, but either

(2.18) \cfeit, x)-*| <C/(1 + ¡x|)a      (a>0)

(2.19) \cfeit, x)-í>|<f(|x|)/(l + |x|)a       (a>0),  i(r)-»0if  r ^ 0;

here $ is a constant.
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Lemma 2.   Let the conditions (2.2)—(2.5) hold and let 0(z, x)  ¿e a bounded

measurable function satisfying (2.18).   Then

(2.20) \[<p(s, Ç(s))ds-<S>t = 0(/(1+7"/2) + 0(/1-^2)

for any q > 0; if (2.7) a7so holds then (2.20) ¿o7i7s for some - 1 < 77 < 0.   If the

function 0(z, x) satisfies (2.19) instead of (2.18), /¿e72

(2.21) f  0(s, £(s))ds-®t 00 (l+77)/2 )+o(/1"a/2)

i27z'Z¿ the same  27  as before.

Proof.  Suppose first that (2.19) holds.   Then, if any e > 0,  there exists an

R( > 0 such that

100. x)-$| <f/Ya   if  |x| > R(, t>0.

Let yf(x) = 1  if  |x| < Re, ye(x) = 0   if  |x| > R(,   and write

(2.22)

By Lemma 1

(2.23)

00, x) - Ó? = [0(z, x) - 4%/x) + [00, x) - <ï>] [1 -• yf(x)]

= 0,0,   x) + 02O,   x).

EW04>A\s,Ç{s))ds = 0(t(1+r>)/2).

Next, let  00)  be a continuous function such that

0(7) = 0    if 0 < 7 < 70/2,

(2.24)
00) = e/ra   if  r>rQ,

tot some 0 < rQ < R(.   We shall slightly modify the definition of  dir) by replacing

the condition (2.11) by the stricter condition

(2.25) (1 + 6ir))A(t, x) < pB\t, x) + C(t, x)

where p  is any positive number < 1.   We still have (2.12) for any 77 = r¡(p) > 0

provided p is  sufficiently close   to  1; if (2.7) holds then we can make (2.13) hold

if  p is sufficiently close to 1.

Let f(x) be defined by (2.14), with À > 0 to be determined later.   Then, by

(2.10), (2.25),

Lf(x) > [f"0) + ^ F'(r)\A(t, x) +-^-(1 - p)B(t, x)

(2.26) >L{A(l-p)B(t,x)>ï1-e-,M   fr    e'(*'^_
-    T - k r }r0 so-

ds
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where  c is any positive constant < (1 — p)ß(t, x).   Since  e        ~ r   ^  if r

we get

(2.27) Lf(x)>
1     f

> 10 At. x)\       (\x\>R)

where  c.   is a positive constant (independent of e) provided we take  A < c..    If

|x| < Rf then clearly  L/(x) > 0 = |<p2(r, x)|.

By (2.27) and Ito's formula,

(2.28)
J¡ cfe2(s,i;(s))ds   <E$'o   cfe2(s. f(s))

< E f. (L/Xs, £(s))rfs = EF(|£(r)|) - EF(|£0 |) < EF(|f (t)|).
•/ 0

Since

FirX
\Cer

)Cer

2-a

1+7)

C    if 2 - a> 1 + 17,

C    if2-a<l+27,

and since we may assume that'that  27  is such that   a + 77 4 1, we deduce, after

using Holder's inequality and Theorem 2, that

EF(|£(í)¡)<
(cetl-a/2 ++ C       if a + 27 < 1,

C    if a + 27 > 1.

Substituting this into (2.28) and combining with (2.23), (2.22), we get

(2.29) f' cfeis. Ç(s))ds-<ï>t   <CV(1+7?)/2 + CleA~a/2;
Jo

C is a constant independent of e. Since e is arbitrary, (2.29) implies the asser-

tion (2.21) with 27 replaced by 27 , for any 27 > 77. But this clearly completes the

proof of (2.21).   The proof of (2.20) (for cfe satisfying (2.18)) is similar.

'Remark 1.   Let the condition (2.4) be replaced by the stricter condition (2.16).

Then we can modify the proof of Lemma 2 with e = C,   in case (2.5) holds, taking,

for any 0 < ß < 8,

l-p = (D/2)/rß,       6(r) = D/rß,

for large r, where  D  is a positive constant; in (2.14) we replace ife(r)  by  ife(r)TP,

so that in (2.26) a is replaced by  a - ß.   We conclude that if (2.18) holds then

(2.30) yo cfeis, t(s))ds-$t = o(^) + o(i1-(a-^)/2)

for any ß > 0.

Remark 2.  Suppose now that (2.5) is replaced by (2.17) and that (2.2), ,(2.3)

and (2.16) hold.   Modifying the proof of Lemma 2  (by replacing xfeir)  by xfeirjr

in (2.14) and   a by   a - 8 in (2.26)) we conclude that if (2.19) holds then
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(2.31) \l0 (p\s, Ç(s))ds -$/ = O0(l+^)/2)+o(z1-(a-S)/2)

for any 77 > 0.   If 0 satisfies (2.18) then (2.31) holds with  "o" replaced by "0".

Our next concern is to evaluate more precisely the  77 occurring in Lemma 2.

We shall assume that, for all i, j,

(2.32) lim h   (t, x) = b       uniformly with respect to  Z,
'J 'i

where  b.. ate constant.   We then introduce the notation:
27

(2.33) d = number of positive eigenvalues of b = (b ..).

Observe that if (2.3) holds then (2.5) is equivalent to d > 1, and (2.7) is equiv-

alent to d > 2.

We now note that the assumptions and assertions of Lemma 2 remain unchanged

if a nonsingular affine transformation   x —» Ax  is performed.   But such a trans-

formation changes  b(t, x)  into Ab(t, x)A*.   We can, therefore, choose A   such that

0    if 2 ;= ;',b..
27

1     if   2 = 1, 2, ..., d,

¿.. = 0    if  i = d + I, • ■ ■ , m;
11

d = 0 means that  b .. = 0 for all  i,  and d = m means that  b .. = 1  for all  i.
11 ' 22

If d > 2  then we can take, in the proofs of Lemmas 1, 2, 6(r) = v for any  v < 1

and all large  r.   This leads to the assertions of Lemmas 1, 2 with any - 1 < 77 < 0.

If d > 3  then we can take  0(r) = 3/2  for all large  r.   This leads to the asser-

tion of Lemma 1 with 77 = - 1.   If 0 satisfies (2.18) then, instead of (2.20), we

have

(2.34) J'o0(s, cf(s))¿s-<Dz
(0(l) + 0(tl-a/2)    if a/2,

(0(log z) if a= 2.

If fir7 > 2 and if (2.16) holds and

(2.35)    J¡|*íyU x)-¿¿.| <<f(|x|)/(l + |x|)S,       S>0, t0) — 0 if 7-»00,

2.7

then we can take, in the proof of Lemma 1,   6(r) = 1 - D/r^ (fot any 0 < ß < 8) tot

7  large, where  D  is a positive constant.   This leads to the assertion of Lemma 1

with  0(r   +7? "   )  replaced by 0(log z).   We can use the same  (Kr)  also in the

proof of Lemma 2  (cf. Remark 1 following Lemma 2).   It follows that if 0  satis-

fies (2.18) then

(2.36) j^ 0(s, £(s))ds - $/ = odog /) + o(tl-(°-ß)/2)
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for any ß > 0.

If d > 1  and (2.16), (2.35) hold, then we can take, in the proof of Lemma 1,

6(r) = - D/r^ (fot any 0 < ß < 8) fot large r where D  is a positive constant.   We

conclude that Lemma 1 holds with  77 = 0.   As for Lemma 2, if (2.18) holds, then

(2.37)

for any ß > 0.

We sum up:

|'o cfe(s, £(s))ds - <S>t = o(tÁ) + o(A-(a-P)/2)

Lemma 3.  (a) Let the conditions (2.2)—(2.4), (2.32) hold and let d>2.   Let

cfe(t, x) be a bounded measurable function.   If cfe satisfies (2.18) then  (2.20) holds

for any   - 1 < 27 < 0,  a72zi if cfe satisfies (2.19) then (2.21) holds with any

- 1 <7/<0.

(b) Let the conditions (2.2)—(2.4), (2.32) hold and let d>3-   Let cfe(t, x)  be

a bounded measurable function satisfying (2.18).   Then (2.34) holds.

(c) Let the conditions (2.2)-(2.4), (2.35) and (2.16) hold and let d>2.   Let

cfe(t, x) be a bounded measurable function satisfying (2.18).   Then (2.36) holds.

(d) Let the conditions (2.2)-(2.4), (2.16), (2.35) hold and let d>\.   Let

cfe(t, x)  be a bounded measurable function satisfying (2.18).   Then (2.37) holds.

3- Asymptotic estimates.

Theorem 3.   Let the conditions (2.2)—(2.5) hold.    Then

(3.1") E\è(t)\2 > Kt- K'     forallt>0,

where  K, K   are positive constants.

P      fFrool.

L|x|2 = 2^biiit, x) + 2^x.a¿(í( x) > y - <p(x)

where  cS(x)   is a bounded, measurable and nonnegative function having compact

support.   Hence,

E\¿Sít)\2 - E|£0|2 = Ef/o (L|x|2)(s, tis))ds>yt- E j'Q cfeiÇis))ds

and, by Lemma 1,

E f'o cfeí¿;ís))ds= oit).

This yields the inequality (3.1).

Remark.  Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 remain true if the condition (2.4) is replaced

by the weaker condition

(3-2) (1 + |x|)£ |«,0. *)|<f0'   •

z

eQ a sufficiently small, positive constant.
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Theorem 4.  Let (2.2), (2.3), (2.16), (2.32) hold and let d>\.   Then

(3.3) E|f(z)|2 = 2(tr bit + 0(z(1+7>)/2) + GO1"872)

where  tr b = 2. b .. and r¡  is any positive number; if d>2 then q is any number

>- 1.

When 8 = 0 we get

Corollary.  Let (2.2)-(2.4), (2.32) ¿o7í7 and let d > L.   7¿e77

(3-4) E|£(/)|2 = 2(tr b)t + o(t).

Proof of Theorem 4.   Clearly,

|E|x|2-2tr¿|<f'(|x|)/(l +|x|)S

where e ir) —► 0  if r —> °°.   Hence, by Lemmas 2 and 3(a) with 0(z, x) = |x|   ,

$ = 2 tr b,

E\£(t)\2 - E\£0\2 = E f'o (L\x\2)(s, Ç(s))ds

= 2(ttb)t + 0(t(l^)/2) + 0(tl-S/2)

where  27  is any positive number if d > 1   and any number > - 1   if d > 2.   This

yields (3.3).

Remark 1.  Using Lemma 3 one can give variants of (3.3) in case (2. 16) holds

with  e(r) replaced by a positive constant.

Remark 2.  By a slight change in the proof of Theorem 4 one derives the

estimate

(3-5) E\(e, {(t))\2 =2(e,be) + 0(t(1+^)/2) + o(tl-&/2)

where  e  is any unit vector.

Lemma 4.  Let the conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.32) and (2.16) with 0 < 8 < 1

¿o7i7, and let d > 2.   Then

(3.6) E \f0a.is,€is))<h
2 7,1-Sx

= o(t ).

Proof.   For any   e > 0  we can write

Wit, x)\ <g,(x) + g2(|x|)

where the g. ate bounded measurable functions;  g Ax) has a compact support,

(3.7) 2(7) = e/(l+r)1T°     it  r>rv

and g Ar) =0   if r < r.   for some  0 < r. < °°.   We have

(3.8)    E f[ a.(s, Ç(s))ds 2 < 2E ̂  g,(f (s))ds T + 2E J¿ g2(|f (s)|) J2.
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Let Fir) be the function constructed in the proof of Lemma 1 for cfe

Then, for large  r,

(3-9) Fir)<cA+r>,        F\r)<CA

fot any - 1 < 77 < 0.   Hence, by Ito's formula,

y0g^is))ds

so that

< ('  ÍLF)ís. £is))ds

<F(|f(/)|1+77)- ^ VxF.ois, Ç(s))dw(s),

f ' g,(c;(s))ds 2 < 2EF(\£(t)\)2 +2E I ' \V   F.a\2ds

(3.10) J° J°

<Ct1+v +C + 2E f * IV   F.a|2z7s.
- I 0 '    x <

Now, for large  r,

(3.11) !VX F-cr|2 < Cr2T? (- 1 < T? < 0).

Hence, by Lemma 3(a) with   a - - 2r¡,

(3-12) E¡'o\SIxF.o\2ds<Ctl^ + C,

and (3.10) gives

(3.13) f 0 ̂ (s)) ds < Ct
1+77

Next let  Fg(r)  be the function  Fir)  constructed in Lemma 2 for  cfe

can take - 1 < 77 < - 8.   Then

(3.14) FQ(r) < Cer1-* + Ce,       F„'(r) < Cer~ S + Ce,

where  C  is a constant independent of e.    Analogously to (3.10), (3.11) we

j;g2(|£(s)|)a's2<Cf-i1-S + C + 2E $lo\VxF0.o\2ds,(3.15)

V  F„.a|2 <Ce2/
x   u      1    —(3.16)

By Lemma 3(a),

(3.17) Ej;|VxF0.a

Hence,

2/  2S

2ds<crl^)/2 + Ce2A-s + c.

(3.18) $'0g2i\Ç(s)\)ds

(3.13), <3.8), w£

E n'Q a.(s. t(s))ds

< Cetl~S + Ct (1+272/2
+ C.

Combining this with (3-13), <3.8), we get

|2
<ctl+7i + cA-s + c.
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This gives the assertion of the lemma.

We shall now modify the^roof of Lemma 4 in the case where  d>3 and (2.16)

holds with 8 > 1.

The function  F(r)  occurring in (3.9) is given by

F(r)=   P    e~ll-s)ds   P    e/(r)y(rV7    if r > p.,

where yO) = 0 if r > p , for some 0<p0<p,<oo; note that r is not to be taken

as |x| but rather as |x - x | for some x outside the support of g Ax). We can

take   77(7) = 3/2  for r large, so that 7(r) ~ log r '   .   Hence

(3.19) F(r)<C,       F'(r) <C/ri/2

instead of (3.9).   Hence (3.11) is replaced by

(3.20) |VxF-a| <C/r3.

Lemma 3(b) with   a = 3  gives

(3-21) eV  \S7xF.o\2ds = 0(l),

which replaces (3.12).   We conclude that (instead of (3.13)

(3.22) f0 S !<£<*)>ds\    < C.

Let 0 < r- < r.   and let g An  be a continuous function satisfying g Ar)

e/(l + 7)1+S if r > rQ,  g20) = 0  if r < 7Q/2.   Take

F0(r)=C  $rQe-'(s)  froe'^g2(r)dr       (C > 0).

Since  ¿5 > 1,

(3.23)

instead of (3.14).   It follows that

FQ(r) <C,        F 'Q(r) < C/rk     (k = min (8, 3/2))

(3.24) f'0g2(\€{s)\)ds 2<C+2E J'^F^al2^

and by, Lemma 3(b) with   a = 28, E/q|^xF0 • a\ 2 ds < C.   Thus, the left-hand side

of (3.24) is bounded by a constant.   Combining this with (3.22), (3.8) we obtain

Lemma 5.  Let the conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.32) ¿o7i7, 7eZ d > 3 and let

(2.16) hold with some 8 > 1.    Then

2

(3.25) = 0(1).

(3.26)

E\ P a.is, £(s))ds
J 0      7

Remark 1.   If in Lemma 4 we replace the condition (2.16) by

J^\a.(t,x)\<C/(l+ |x|)1+S
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Îa .(s, ¿:(s))ds
O   J

= o01-5).

Remark 2.   If in Lemma 4 we replace (2.16) by (3.26) with 8 = 1   and if either

d > 3  or d > 2  and

(3.28) ^\b..(l, x)-b..\ <C/(1+ \x\)ß    for some  ß > 0,

i, i

then, by the proofs of Lemmas 4, 5 and upon applying Lemma 3(c), we find that

Ct 2
(3.29) E   \    a(s, Ç(s))ds     = O(log t).

JO    /

We shall need the following condition:

(3.30) £ \o..(t, x) - a..\ < e(\x\)/(l + |x|)S,        8 > 0,   e(r) -^ 0 if T —>   oo,

where a.. ate constants.   Note that (3.30) implies (2.35) with the same  8  (but not

the same e(r))  and that

b=V2od*,       2ttb=\o\2.

We shall also need the condition

(3.31) Z K-7(z' x) - %l < c/(l + l*l)S>      S > °-
i.i

This condition implies (3.28) with ß = 8.

We can now state the main results on asymptotic estimates.

Theorem 5.  (a) Let (2.2), (2.3), (2.16), (3.30) hold with 0 < 8 < 1, aT^ let

d>2.   Then

(3.32) E\Ç(t)-ow(t)\2 = o(A-\

If (2.16), (3.30) are replaced by (3.26), (3.31) and 0 < z5 < 1,   ièeTZ

(3.33) E|rf(í)-au2(¿)|2=0(/1-5).

(b) Leí (2.2), (2.3), (2.16), (3.30) hold with 8 = 1 aW /ei z7 > 3.   Then

(3-34) E|£(r)-a^)|2 = o(logr0.

// (2.16), (3.30) are replaced by (3.26), (3.31) and 8 = 1,  then

(3.35) E\Ç(t)-ow(t)\2= O(log t).

(c) Lei (2.2), (2.3), (3.26), (3.31) hold for some 8 > 1  and let d>3.   Then

(3.36) E\¿;(t)-ow(t)\2=0(l).

Proof.  Let the conditions (2.2), (2.3), (2.16), (3.30), 0 < 8 < 1,  zi > 2,  of (a)

hold.   Consider
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Í(a - a)dw(s)     =E   l    |a-a|2í7s.
o Jo1

Since   |ctO, x) - ct|2 < e2(|x|)/(l + |x|)2S,  Lemma 3(a) implies that

E  J'o|a(s, ¿f(s))-7i|2£7s = o(/1-8).

Hence

(3-37) E   Ç'o (a(s, &s)) - a)dw(s) * = o(tl ' S)

Writing

cjO) - aw(t) = £Q +   f'o a(s, Ç(s))ds + j^ [a(s, £(s)) - o\dw(s)

and using (3.37) and Lemma 4, the assertion (3.32) follows.

The proofs of (3.33)—(3.36) are similar .   In proving (3.33)—(3.35) we use

Remarks 1, 2 following Lemma 5, and in the proof of (3.36) we employ Lemma 5.

Remark.  In all the results of §§2, 3 we have assumed the condition (2.3).   By

slight changes in the proofs one can verify that if

(1  + |x|) £ K-0 *)| < «       for all Z > 0, x e Rm

i
where  e is sufficiently small, then the condition (2.3) may be omitted.

4.   Applications of the asymptotic estimates.   For convenience we restate some

of the assumptions made in Theorem 5.

(4.1) lim    a..(t, x) = a..       uniformly with respect to Z,   1 < i, j <m.

(4.2) lim    (1 + |x|) V'lfl .(z, x)| = 0       uniformly with respect to /.

|x|-~

Theorem 5(a) with S = 0  states

If (2.2), (2.3), (4.1), (4.2) hold and if d > 2 then

(4.3) E|rf(z)-7i227(/)|2 = o(z).

From (4.3) if follows that £(t)/\Jt - aw(t)/\lt —* 0 in L   ; consequently also in

probability.   This immediately yields the following theorem on convergence in

distribution of  ç(z):

Theorem 6.  Let the assumptions (2.2), (2.3), (4.1), (4.2) ¿o7í7, 7eZ â be non-

singular matrix, and let m > 2.   7¿e7í

lim    PÍrf(z)<xV/~S

(4.4)

(277)'
■ n

f-r exp<-

det a

\dyi...dyr
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where  b is the inverse matrix to  b.

Suppose next that (2.2), (2.3) hold and that

(4.5) 22 !»*/*• x) - 5i/l ̂  C/(l + lx|)i
i,i

(4.6) 2] k-0, *)| <c/(i+ |x|)l+S

for some 0 < 8 < 1.   Suppose o is nonsingular,  722 > 2,  and denote by cr  the

inverse of o.   Then

ôÇit)-wit) ô ct
l    ais, £(s))ds

yJ2t log log t     \]2t log log t

(4.7)
\/2i log log t

j'o[o<S,   fts))-'5]dkizt»)

ôL

\/2t log log /

■/,tí)+/2W + /j(í)-/(íX
We shall denote various positive constants by the same symbol  C    By the proof

of Theorem 5(a), if t    = 72*, A = 4/z5,  72 large,

sup      |/1(Í)|>H<PJ  S.  ^»n   \ais, Çis))\ds>l
t   <t<   .
n—   —72+1

C?2

\fl
n

l-S ^   c
< -    E    I a(s, rf(s))\ds\     <-(f       ) <

t \J0 \     ~      t n    1

Next, by the matringale inequality and the proof of Theorem 5(a),

i/2wi>-
t <t<t   ,,

7Z—     —    72 + 1

C
<P)-__ sup f '  [oís. £(s)) -o]dwis)

~      ¡At       t   <t<t  +1     J°
t   v    72 7Z —     —    72 + 1

AAK^<A
Since, finally,

1  )      CnL
sup     |/3W| >-><—%!<

2<c

72'

we conclude that

p\    sup     |/u)|>If<_L
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Hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma,

P\        sup |/0)|>i    i.o.
It   <t<t   ,, "

consequently

(4.8) P { lim    |/(/)| =0l =1.

!«— )

Recalling the law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion (see Ll], [2])

we obtain from (4.7) the following law:

Theorem 7.  Let the conditions (2.2), (2.3), (4.5), (4.6) hold for some 8 > 0,

7eZ 5 be nonsingular, and let  m > 2.   Then, for any i,   1 <i <m,

Sm<?<.(z)       j

(4-9) p    iTm        ^"    "'      .-1-1,
i /-.co        V2'   log  log  Z )

(4.10) pVAEL    _rl       7     _!>_!,
r-"00   V2Z log log z

Similarly one can prove that

j       \m)\     .\  .
P < lim -= 1 \  - 1.

r^00 V2' log log Z |

It was proved by Dvoretsky and Erdös [3]  (see also [ll]) that if 772 > 3  then

P\ lim (|7^(/)|/za/2) = c<,j   =1     for any  0 < a< 1.

Clearly this holds also for aw(t) if d > 3-   But under the assumptions of Theorem

7 (with  a > 1 - 8) we get (cf. the proof of (4.8))

(           \Ç(t)-ow(t)\        }
P\ lim   !-' = OV = 1.

Hence,

Theorem 8.  Le/ /¿e assumptions (2.2), (2.3), (4.5), (4.6) hold for some  8 > 0

2272i7 7e/ d > 3.   Then

(4.11) P{ lim   -—— =oo( = l     for any 0<a< I.
(/—oo    ¿a/2 j

Our last application is to the Cauchy problem for parabolic equations with time

independent coefficients.   Under some standard conditions  (see [4])  there exists

a unique solution of the Cauchy problem
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Lu=    Y   b..íx)-^í-   + Y. ^tix)— -— =°
(4.12) ¿,y = i    "      dxdx ,- = , dx        dt

7 for 0<t<oc, x £Rm,

(4.13) «(0, *) = /(*)    for x £ Rm,

and it can be written in the form (see [5.1, [6])

(4.14) u(t. x) = Efí¿;xít))

where ¿j it) is the solution of (1.1) with <f(0) = x.

These standard conditions  are satisfied if

(i) a ,(x), zj..(x)  are bounded functions in  Rm,   locally Lipschitz continuous,

uniformly Holder continuous, and ib..ix)) is uniformly positive definite.

(ii) fix) = 0(|x|)   as   |x| —» oo  and / is locally Holder continuous.

The uniqueness of the solution is within the class of functions zit, x)  satis-

fying, for each F > 0,

\zít, x)\ < C expi/3|x|2S       (0 < t < T, x £ Rm)

where C, ß ate positive constants, depending on T.

Let us further assume that

(4.15) ¿Kyto-*,,l-0(M"S)    as   |x| - oo,
z,y

(4.16) Y/Wiix)\ = Oi\x\-1-   )    as   |x| -» oo,

i

and replaced (ii) by the stronger condition

(4.17) |/(x)-/(y)| < A|x-y|     (A  constant).

If b .. - Y28.., a . = 0,   then the solution vit, x)  of (4.12), (4.13) is given by

Efiwit) + x),   i.e.

\x-t\2
(4.18) v(t,x)=-i-i      exp]J--\ fiÇ)d£.

Hence, by (4.14), (4.17),

\uit. x) - vit. x)\ < C{E|rfx(;) _ wit)\2\l/i + C.

We can now apply Theorems 5(a), 5(c) to estimate the right-hand side.   A

careful review of the proof of these theorems shows how the estimates depend on

the parameter x. This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 9.  Ler the conditions (i), (4.15), (4.16), (4.17) hold.   If m > 2,

0 < 8 < 1,   then, for all t > 0,  x £ Rm,

(4.19)      \uít, x)-vít, x)\<C[t(l-S)/2 + ÍI + \x\A-S+1]       ÍC constant).
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If 772 > 3  and 8 > 1  then, ¡or all / > 0, x £ Rm,

(4.20) \u(t, x) - v(t, x)\ <C    (C constant).

5.   The case  722 = 1.   In proving Theorem 5(a), or even in deriving (4.3), we

have assumed that the matrix  b has at least two positive eigenvalues.   This

assumption is essential.   To see what may happen when b  has only one positive

eigenvalue, we resort to the case  772 = 1  and, for simplicity, take an equation of

the form

(5J> d£(t) = a(Ç(t))dt + dw(t).

We assume that a(x) is continuous and

(5.2) f°°    \a(x)\dx<oo.
J —00 '

One can construct in the present case comparison functions  by directly solving

equations of the form

(5.3) L/=M/"(x) + fl(x)/'(x) = 0(x).

Setting A(x) = 2 /* ^ a(y)dy, the general solution of (5.3) is given by

fix) = J* e-A^dz[2 J* eA^(y)dy + cj + C2

where C., C2 ate constants.   Using this solution in the proof of Theorem 5, we

can derive the estimate

(5-4) E\Ç(t)-w(t)\2 = o(t)

provided A(- 00) = 0,   i.e.

(5-5) j^a(xyx=0.

If further

(5-6) |a(x)|<C/(l + |x|)1+8        (0<S<1),

then

<5-7) E|£0) - w(t)\2 = 0(z1-8).

If (5.5) is not satisfied then (5.4) is false.   In fact, as proved by Kulinic [7],

if (5-5) is not satisfied (where íz(x) is any continuous function satisfying (5.2)) then

already the assertion of Theorem 6 is invalid for any solution  tfO).

There is an intuitive reason why for 772 = 1, a = 1  the assertion of Theorem

6 cannot hold unless (5.5) is satisfied.   In order for the distribution of ¿;(t)/\ft

to approximate the normal distribution as  / —» 00 the particles represented by

£(/),  or <f(z, oA,  must be able to move without  "resistance" from intervals (a, ß)

neat + 00  to intervals (- ß, -a).   Since in performing this move they must cross

the interval (- a, a), they are subject to the influence of the drift term íj(x).
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This drift coefficient will resist the movement if J^, a(x) dx > 0; thus this in-

equality cannot take place.   Similarly, the reverse inequality cannot take place.

If 772 > 2   and  b  is nonsingular then  £(t) may move from one m-dimensional

interval in a neighborhood G  of infinity to another without leaving G.   If the drift

coefficient ait, x) is "small" in G (i.e., if \a(t, x)\ < C(l + |x|)~1_M, p > 0) then

there will be negligible resistance by the drift coefficient to the movement of  ¿;(t)

in G.   Thus, no condition analogous to (5.5) is required in the case  m >2.

So far we have considered only the case a = 1.   The case of general oix) > 0

can be reduced to the previous case by a simple transformation.   Setting 77O) =

f(£(t)),   f(z) = f*dy/a(y),  the equation

(5-8) dÇ(t) = a(€(t))dt + o(Ç{t))dw{t)

reduces to

(5.9) dq = [a(g(r^t)))/a(g(r,(t))) -V2a'(5(7//)))] dt + dw(t)

where g is the inverse function of /.   The condition (5.5) for the equation (5.9) becomes

roo     a(z)-1/2a(z)a'(z)

(5.10) r-dz = 0_

a (z)

If

(5.11) \a(g(y))/a(g(y)) -H o'(g(y))\ < C/(l + |y|)1+8       (8 > 0)

and if (5.10) holds, then (by the assertion (5.7) applied to the equation (5.9))

E\v(t)-w(t)\2<Ctl-B + C.

Assuming also that

(5.12) |â/(x)-x|<C(|x|1-'i+l)       (0<ii<l,5>0)

for some constant a,  we easily derive

(5-13) E|<f(/)-äu2(z)|2 < Kt'-v+K'     forallz>0,

where  v = min(<5, p)  and  K,  K   are positive constants.

Noting that if

(5.14) \o(x)-a\ <C/(\ + \x\r

then (5.12) holds, and that (5.11) is equivalent to

(5.15) |a(x)/a(x) - V2a'(x)\ < C/(l + |x|)1+S

(provided (5.14) holds), we can state

If (5.15), (5.14) and (5.10) hold, then for any solution £0) of (5.8) (772= l)

the estimate (5.13) holds.

If (5.14) is replaced by
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ô =    lim     fj(x) exists,    5 > 0,

if the left-hand side of (5. 11) is assumed to be absolutely integrable over (- oo, oo),

and if (5.10) holds, then one can show that

(5.16) E\€(t)-äw(t)\2=o(t).

Except for Theorem 7, the applications given in   §4 extend to the case  772 = 1.

6.   Counterexample.  We shall give an example of a system of  222  equations

(722 > 1)

(6.1) d£{t) = a{ÇU))dt + dw(t)

for which

(6.2) a(x)=o(l^p- J     if  |*|— -,

such that the estimate

(6.3) E|f (i)|2 < Kt + K'     fot all  t > 0  (K, K'  positive constants)

is false.

Let f(x) be a C2(Rm)  function such that

(6-4) /(x) = r2/log T    if  r= |x| > 2.

If a .(x) = x .airi  fot |x| > 2, thenZ Z II!

dfix)

dx

1
2 A fix) +  £ a.(x)

z = l

=JL_ h _ aa±L._i_. + _L_1 +_£^„ n _ __i_ 1 a(f
log '   L ¿ log 2- (iogr)2-J        logr     L        2 log r J

loe r
a (7) = —— [1 + ßir)]

2r

and define  ßir) so that

(6.5) lA/(x)+¿ a.íx)-j^í=l     if|x|>2.

It is easily seen that ßir) = Oil).   We now define a (x)  in  Rm  as a continuous

function such that

(6.6) a.(x) = x.[log|x| + ßi\x\)]/2\x\2    if|x|>2.

By Ito's formula and (6.5),

(6.7) B/(f (/)) = E/(f0) + E j1 c(£(s))¿s

where  c(x) -1=0  if  |x| > 2.
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We wish to apply the proof of Lemma 1 to 00, x) = c(x) - 1.   Here the

ait, x) = aix) are not bounded by <r(|x|)/(l + |x|) where eir) —> 0 if r —♦ ».

Nevertheless (2.11) takes the form

(6.8) I[l + eir)] <\m + £(x. - e.)aix)
i

where r = |x - e\  and e = ie.,•••, e   ) is a point not contained in the support of

c(x) - 1, i.e.   |e| > 2.   In view of (6.6) and the fact that ß(r) = 0(l),   we can con-

struct  dir)  satisfying (6.8) such that, for any A > 0,  lim dir) = A.    Hence, by

the proof of Lemma 1,

(6.9) E    V   [c(£(s))-l]ds\ = 0(1)    as Z —-,

Combining (6.9) with (6.7) we get

(6.10) |E/(fO))- z| < C0    forZ>0        (C0  constant).

For any e > 0  there is a ß > 0  such that

|x|2/log|x| <<r|x|2 + B    if  |x| >2.

Hence

f(x)< e\x\2 + C    tot all x £ Rm

where  C is a constant depending on e.   This implies

(6.11) Ef(£(t))<eE\Ç(t)\2 + C.

Now, if (6.3) holds   then from (6.10), (6.11) we obtain

t <eKt +eK' + C +C0     for all  Z > 0.

But this is impossible if e < l/K.

It the function log |x|    occurring  in (6.2)    is replaced by other functions which

increase to infinity as  |x| —► °o,  such that log log |x|,   then we can again show by

the above method that (6.3) cannot hold.   If, however,  a(x) = 0¡l/|x|S,  then (6.3)

holds (by Theorem 2).   Recall that if (3.2) holds then (3.1) is also valid.

7.   Equations with unbounded coefficients.  We shall extend some of the results

of  §§2, 3 to equations with unbounded coefficients.

Theorem 10. Assume that

2>..o, x) < co + \x\2r,   px.a.0, x)| < cd + |x|2r
i

for some constants C > 0, 0 < p < 1.   T¿e?2

(7.1) £|¿f(z)|2-2/i< Kt + K'     forallt>0,

where  K, K' are positive constants.
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Proof.  Set cfe(x) = (l + |x|   )      ß.   Then  Lcfe < C  where  C  is a constant.

Using Ito's formula we find that

E(l  +\Çit)\2)1-f*<Ct + C;

this yields (7.1).

To get a lower bound on E|<f(zO|   ~  fi, we set

(7.2) a.it, *) = *.(/, x)(l + |x|2r,

(7.3) a..(/,x) = Í? ..(/, x)(l + |x|2)/i/2.

Then 6 (t, x) =l/2o(t, x)o *it, x)  satisfies

(7.4) b..it. x) = l..it, x)(l + |x|2)M.
Z7 z; '   '

Lemma 6.   Let the assumptions made in Lemma 1 be satisfied for a ., b ■■ re-
r^,      ^ z        z;

placed by a ., b ■■-  Then for any bounded measurable function cfeix) with compact

support

(7.5) EU[cfeic;is))ds<Kl + K/l^)A2-2fl)       it>0)

where  K., K    are constants and 27  is as in Lemma 1.

Proof.  The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.   The only difference is that

we introduce  xfe such that |<£(x)| < (l + |x| 2)^<A(|%|),  and then construct fix) =

Fir)  satisfying Lfix) > (l + |x| 2)^z/z(|x|).   We obtain

$[ cfe(é;(s))ds\<CE\Ç(t)
I+77

and then use Theorem 10.

If cfe(x) does not have a compact support, but

\cfe(x)\ <cd + \x\2r/d +|x|

then we can proceed as in Lemma 2.   We find that

jó täis)) ds Ct( 1+77)7(2-2/2.)        C/(2-£7)/(2-2/x)

^ Cv

Theorem 11 . Fez (2.2)—(2.5) hold with a ., b .. replaced by a ., è .      3720? let
\ /    \ 7 l        l]        c '        1 ij '

0 < p< 1.   F¿e72

(7.6) E|ç(/)|2-2/x> Kz- K'     forallt>0,

where  K, K   are positive constants.

Proof.  Note that

L(l + \x\2r>y-cfe(x)

where  y > 0 and cfe(x)  has compact support, and apply Lemma 6.

We finally note that using the result preceding Theorem 11 one can proceed to
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establish an analog of Theorem 5.   A typical estimate has the form

E£0)-5 j¿o[l + |cf(s)|2F^(s)2(7.7) o02/(2-2 2X)-f)

for some e > 0, where a - lim i .\_00a 0, *)•   The estimate (7.7) does not appear

to be interesting when  p > 0.

The case  p < 0  can be treated in a similar fashion.   The assertion (7.1) re-

mains true for p < 0 provided

2>i7.o.x) 2_^x ait, x) < C(l + \x\2r,

and the assertion (7.6) remains true under the same assumptions as in Theorem 11.
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